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Lots of Trash
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Bulldozer working through a pill of trash in a landfill.
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Tourists’ & Locals’ Trash
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According to the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority, Las
Vegas had 32,230,600 visitors in 2021. That’s approximately 88,303
visitors per day, all of which created trash. If we consider, each of
those visitors disposing of one can of soda, one bottle of beer, or
one bottle of water, we can easily reach 88,303 empty containers
per day. Though, it may be more realistic that visitors consume
more than one bottle of liquid a day.
According to PBS Terra, Americans create 4.9 pounds of trash a
day. Considering the daily estimate of 88,303 Las Vegas tourists,
they can easily create 432,685 pounds of trash per day. Now what
if we consider the local population.
According to the 2020 U.S. Census, the Las Vegas Valley
(Henderson, Las Vegas and North Las Vegas) had a combined
1,222,040 residents. If they used 4.9 pounds of trash per day,
that’s 5,987,996 pounds per day. More so, residents and tourist,
combined have the potential to produce about 6,420,681 pounds
of trash daily. Keeping in mind these are only estimates.
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Remodels in Las Vegas

Before and after renovations of Sahara
Las Vegas Hotel & Casino.
Google images.

Renovated lobby at Harrah’s Las Vegas,
PR Newswire.

Renovated Presidential Suite at Harrah’s
Las Vegas, PR Newswire.

Renovation at Harrah’s Las Vegas.
Entrance for the Caesars Forum
skybridge, PR Newswire
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The Las Vegas hotels, casinos, and restaurants remodel about
every seven to ten years, to stay current. From 2011 until 2022
twenty-nine casinos in Las Vegas are in the process or have
remodeled over 53,000 rooms. Sahara Las Vegas and Harrah’s
are just two examples of hotel/casinos that have recently
remodeled. Below is a chart of 29 different hotels and casinos
that have remodeled since 2010.
Based on data from Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) a
13,300 square foot commercial demolition create 155 pounds
per square feet of waste or 2,061,500 lbs of construction and
demo-lition waste (C&D) (2009).
According to the EPA, in 2018, C&D waste amounted to 600.3
million tons.
HOTELS
Bally’s Resort
Bellagio
Binion
Caesars Palace
Cosmopolitan
Cromwell
El Cortez

REMODEL YEAR

ROOM REMODELED

2018 & 2014
2022
2010's
2021 & 2017
2018
2014
2019

1365
2568
81
1363
3033
188
134

Ellis Island

2017

Palace Station

2020's

Palms

2020's
2019
2010's
2017
2019
2010's

2914
2700
2496
100
1615

South Point

2020

2163

Encore
Excalibur
Flamingo
Harrah’s
LINQ Hotel
Mandalay Bay
MGM Grand

301

2015
2016
2018
2017
2015
2015
2012

Palazzo

2034
1995
2246
1622
2253
3209
4212

575

2018

Paris
Park MGM (previously Monte Carlo)
Planet Hollywood
Plaza
Sahara
The D
TI
Venetian
Virgin Las Vegas
Wynn

2872

599

2012
2020
2015
2020's
once in 2011 & again starting 2021-2022

600
2884
3000
1504
2716

53342

ROOM REMODELED
2716

Wynn
Virgin Las Vegas
Vene�an
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1504
3000
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2016
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2017
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Remodels in Las Vegas

lace Station

As the bar graph illustrates, 292018
different properties have2872
renovated
lms
2020's
599
their rooms to keep up with demand
of new and innovation.
Some
ris
2019
2914
rk MGM (previously Monte Carlo)
2010's
2700
properties demolish the old to
begin something brand2496
new. The
anet Hollywood
2017
aza
2019
100
Frontier Hotel was demolished in 2007 to make room for new
hara
2010's
1615
yet transpired. The Las Vegas
Club
uth Point development which has not 2020
2163
eD
2012
600
was demolished in 2017 to make
room for Circa Resort &
Casino in
2020
2884
netian
2015
3000has also
downtown Las Vegas. The Las
Vegas Convention Center
rgin Las Vegas
2020's
1504
had demolition in the
few
years
a new addition, West
Hall.
ynn
oncelast
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2716

lazzo

53342
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Wynn
1504

Virgin Las Vegas

3000

Vene�an

2884

TI
600

The D

2163

South Point
1615

Sahara
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100
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Planet Hollywood

2700
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2914
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599

Palms

2872

Palazzo
575
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Mandalay Bay
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1622
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2246
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1995
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“To convert
or adapt for a
different purpose
or for use in a
different way.”
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New Way Of Thinking
Instead of discarding things as waste, much can be said about repurpose and upscale
trash.
What is repurpose?
The Oxford English Dictionary defines it as, “To convert or adapt for a different purpose
or for use in a different way.” To repurpose trash, one must think of ideas on how it can be
used in different ways rather than its original intention. In doing so, trash becomes useful
again.
What is upscale?
The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines it as, “To make (something) more appealing to
affluent consumers.”
To upscale trash one must consider ways to re-invent or innovate for trash to become
attractive. It must be re-imagined and placed in a manner that supplies an aesthetic to
the hospitality industry.
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Reuse of Trash
The re-use of trash in design is not a new concept. There are architects that have designed
with trash in the past and continue to do so.
Architects like Michael Reynolds, Cottrell Vermeulen Architecture, Angela Brooks,
Lawrence Scarpa, and Gwynne Pugh have incorporated elements into design that
otherwise were considered trash and useless.
Is it possible to make trash more aesthetically pleasing to consumers and incorporate
into hospitality design?
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“To make
(something)
more appealing
to affluent
consumers.”
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Precedents
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EARTHSHIP BIOTECTURE
B y Mic h a el R ey n o l d s

Michael Reynolds graduated with an architecture degree from the University of Cincinnati
in 1969 to become a pioneer and creator of building with trash dubbing it “Earthship
Biotecture”.
This became his solution to the great trash problem and lack of affordable housing
problem of the mid-twentieth century – two conditions that are still true today.
His innovation style combining the human need of housing with the human biproduct of
trash began to tell a different narrative of what to do with trash instead of discarding it.
Shown are innovating ways to make building blocks out of discarded cans and wall
construction from both aluminum cans and tires.

Westborough School, Essex, UK
By C ot t re l l V er meu l en A r c hit ect ur e

Cottrell and Vermeulen created a school building for children ages 3 – 11 years old. The
purpose of this design was to use recycled materials.
They ended up using 90% recycled materials and the structure was rated for a 20 year
lifespan. Afterwards when the building succumbs to its full life it too will be 90% recyclable.
The structure’s components consist of 15mm (half-inch) thick card x 183mm (7-inch)
in diameter. The wall components are comprised of 166mm (6.5-inch) cardboard. This
became an alternative to discarding cardboard.
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AESOP DTLA
LOS ANGELES, CA
By B rooks + S c a r p a

The Aesop store in Los Angeles has their interior designed out of emptied fabric
tubing. Instead of trashing the hollow cardboard tubes, Brooks and Scarpa
used them to create a new enriched space, visually, acoustically, and to touch.
The tubing is locally sourced from the center hub of the garment industry and
which is located in that same part of the city. Shown are light fixtures, wall finish,
and millwork all made from the discarded tubing.
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Broadway Housing
SantaMonica, CA
B y Pu g h, S c a r p a , K odama

This is an affordable living complex by Pugh, Scarpa, and Kodama, They used
stacked blocks of smashed aluminum cans for a portion of the building’s facade.
This is an interesting way to repurpose material while adding a visual splash of
color. In this example the aluminum can blocks are used as an architectural
addition as opposed to a structural component as in Earthship Biotecture.
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Reimagine Trash
Can architects reimagine design to be more comprehensive than
local resourcing? Can designers incorporate their design with other
material and resources from the project’s origin? For example, when
hotels remodel, certain trash may be re-used or incorporated into its
design to reimagine discarded trash as upscaled and repurposed
material. One way to reimagine trash is to reuse the aluminum cans,
glass bottles and discarded cardboard as architectural components.
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Sort of Trash in Las Vegas
What does 6,420,681 pounds of empty glass bottles mean?
Weighing at 3 pounds per square foot, 6,420,681 pounds of empty
glass bottles converted into 8’ x 12’ x ¼” glass window panels, will
yield 22,294 panels covering an area of 2,140,227 square feet. That
amounts to the square area of 5 American Family Fields.

=
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= 3,574 x
What does 6,420,681 pounds of empty aluminum cans mean?
If we convert this into 4’ x 8’ x 1/16” aluminum sheets, it will yield
223,406 sheets covering an area of 7,148,992 square feet. That
amounts to the square area of 17 American Family Fields. Or 3,574
houses with 2000 square foot roofs.

=
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Design Question
How to re-establish old buildings through reuse,
re-purpose, and upscale of existing
structure and material?
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Design Challenge
To answer the design question, we had some students participate in
a charrette focusing on four different sites chosen arbitrarily based on
their differences, Tropicana Las Vegas, Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino,
Days Inn & Wild Wild West Gambling Hall, and Wynn Las Vegas Golf
Course.
They were to evaluate the sites based on what the current structure
or space is there and redesign them into spaces of different usable
venues, such as a ballpark, gathering space, or arena. The intention
was to create a space that becomes something new from the existing
structure by integrating it into the original (old) design. An abstract
of what is considered normal space or an expression of originality,
completely open for interpretation.
The intention was not to simply replace the existing structures, instead
to create an expression of repurposed or upscaled material from what
is available in the respective site.
Projects were required to incorporate the existing structure into the
new design, without demolition and/or repurpose material from
demolition, as a reused and upscaled aesthetic.
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Methods that were considered:
-

Incorporate as much of the existing structure as possible.

-

Transform demolished materials as a new, upscaled
material for a new aesthetic design, i.e., glass, concrete, 		
steel, aluminum…

-

Repurpose structural components maintaining the
concept of upscaled aesthetics, and incorporate into
the design e.g., exterior venues, façade…

Sites:
-

Tropicana Las Vegas
Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino
Days Inn & Wild Wild West Gambling Hall
Wynn Las Vegas Golf Course
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Reuse Of The Site
One Idea is to reuse the selected site and repurpose it as a location
for a baseball stadium. For these examples, a ballpark is placed on
the site of the property in relation to placement and scale. Wrigley
field in Tropicana Las Vegas. PNC Park in Rio All-Suite Hotel &
Casino, Fenway Park in Days Inn & Wild Wild West Gambling Hall,
and Tropicana Field in Wynn Las Vegas Golf Course.
The concept of simply reusing the site as a clean slate for a new
ballpark seems wasteful and counter intuitive to design and
development under the scope of repurpose and upscale. Some
other example will show other ways this can be achieved.
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Pe r imete r

2,617.28 m
A re a

352,691.45 m²
Star t new

Pe r imete r

2,90 5.0 4 m
A re a

512,887.74 m
Imagery date: 10/13/20

300 m

Google

Camera: 3,583 m 36°07'02"N 115°10'47"W

646 m

300 m

Imagery date: 10/13/20
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Proposed Solution #1
Bo tt l e B ox es b y J a s o n S a c c olit i
Jason proposes reusing glass bottles after it is recycled into glass
panel and used as a glass façade for new project development. This
is what he said:
Las Vegas is considered by many to be the party capital of the
world, and to keep that reputation up, the casinos have to match
supply to demand.
It’s estimated that an average casino along Las Vegas Boulevard
can run through an estimated 70 cases of beer a day (Vital Vegas
2018). Over the course of a year that amounts to nearly 350,000
cans or bottles that end up in the trash. Assuming that 50% of all
beer case consumption is through bottles, this accounts for nearly
150,000 bottles, enough to cover the area of Fenway Park several
times over.
With all this glass there’s an interesting opportunity to develop a
substantial interior and exterior finish system which is integrally
financed, maintained, and repaired through daily operations.
Programmatically, all of these sites feature a similar use of
repurposed glass bottles as an exterior finish for a primarily
hospitality purpose. Boutique hotels, gaming halls, and
pool cabanas all have partition elements which may use the
material in their assembly.
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As the images show, using three sites, Tropicana Las Vegas, Rio AllSuite Hotel & Casino, and Wynn Las Vegas Golf Course, new buildings
are encased using the same recycled glass bottles to make new glass
panels while maintaining the same green and brown color from their
previous form.
This is a great way to recycle but it does not further explore the
concept of reuse and upscale.

Site Optional Schemes

Site Optional Schemes

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
10.000 bottles proportional to Fenway Park
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Proposed Solution #2
b y D i a n e A r i s ta
For the Wynn Las Vegas Golf Course, Diane proposes a similar
approach of new development onto a reused site while incorporating
some of the existing golf course into the new design.
While this approach does reuse the site with little of the golf course,
it still does not reuse and upscale the space to same capacity as the
scope of this book suggests.
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For the Wild Wild West property Diane’s approach is to reuse material
from deconstruction of the building to provide a reusable space for
artists to utilize for exterior commerce and art display. This concept
is well along the way of reusing what is there. By deconstruction,
the materials in the existing building, one can reuse the framing to
reconstruct the venues displayed in the drawings.
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For Tropicana Las Vegas, Diane proposes an open space venue. This design also
uses the deconstruction of materials from the existing building to reimagine an
outdoor performance venue for musicians or artists. This design reuses the site
and some of the materials from what is taken down but still does not keep the
concept of reuse and upscale what is there.
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For the Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino, Diane proposes to reuse material from the
deconstruction of existing convention center. This approach combined with a new
design for a convention center while preserving the rest of the property, does not
uphold the concept of reuse and upscale as per the scope of this book.
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Proposed Solution #3
b y J a z mi n N a v ar r o
For the Wynn Golf course, Jazmin proposes a pedestrian friendly new
development while maintaining some of the green space from the
golf course. New development would include conservatory space,
artist hall, outdoor children’s venue, and outdoor musician venue.
Although this concept does not maintain the reuse and upscale
concept it does keep some of the old site.
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For the Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino, Jazmin proposes new development with the
idea of deconstructing the glass façade and using it to wrap the new buildings
keeping the old colorful look of the old space. This concept is more in line with the
concept of reusing the old material.

For the Wild Wild West site, Jazmin proposes the reuse of
the existing buildings to create a new college campus. These
buildings would go retrofit and renovation to meet the demand
for the needs of a college campus. Some of the open areas
would be retrofitted with natural dessert spaces to allow more
pedestrian traffic.
This design maintains the concept of reusing the site but
instead of reusing and upscaling material it reuses existing
infrastructure to retrofit it as a new program.
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Proposed Solution #4
b y J org e Me d i n a
For the Wynn Las Vegas Golf Course, I propose using the existing site
for a baseball park with open space for family to gather without sitting
in designated seating. This would also incorporate the golf course
into a driving range and putting greens. As for an upscale and reuse
portion of the design, the materials for the walls can be replaced with
a combination of can blocks with a layer of cardboard wall segment.

4 4 UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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The aluminum cans are pressed together into 1’ x 2’ x 1 blocks to be used as stackable
pieces. The structural element the crushed can takes, can be useful in architectural
design for their light structural strength elements which can be used as seating to
replace the conventional seats and reconfigured into different occupancy ratios based
on the design’s intent. It can be used to differentiate spaces for different parties based
on reconfiguration of the area. Due to the way the block was build, creating a semiporous form, it may help in noise attenuation and therefore be used to create outdoor
rooms, for example, the dugout. To demonstrate the number of cans one venue can,
generate, a scoreboard can be designed as a showcase piece as a time stamp for the
duration of time it took to use up those cans. This can be a reoccurring cyclical design
as more cans get used. One can create different color schemes based on the brand of
can used, the red cans below denote the use of Coca-Cola cans. Moreso, one can have
many different colors displayed through different brands, as in green for Sprite, blue for
Pepsi, maroon for Dr. Pepper, or the many vibrant colors that Fanta makes.
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The cardboard segments are broken down boxes pressed and
bonded together into 8’ x 4’ panels. Keeping with the same theme of
using the amount of cardboard used on the site, one can use those
for thee inside of a concession stand, as the underside of an awning,
high-top tables, or other furniture inside the concession space.
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Can block wall segments can be used on the exterior of the stadium’s perimeter in a
showcase display of the number of cans that the stadium uses, then as more cans the
stadium uses more wall segments will go up. This also adds a visual display attracting
people to the wall segments as a place for congregation to meet and greet. The can walls
can also be used as a specific marketing strategy by venders requesting a segment of
wall built using only their brand and therefore they can set up concessions there. The wall
segments would be held together with 1/16” thick wire aluminum mesh welded at the
ends to prevent them from collapsing.
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For the Tropicana Las Vegas, I propose a demolition of the existing
concrete material to reuse for new concrete to construct an outdoor
artist and musician venue. The glass bottle wall segment may be used
to line the back of the stage area where the stage lighting is set up.
The light passing through the wall segments would add additional
creative lighting affects for the show. As more shows play then more
wall segments can be built based on the number of bottles used. They
can then be placed on the opposite sides of the stage lighting to allow
more lighting affects to bounce off the glass.
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The wall segments are designed at 8’ x 4’ sections made using square, 1/16” hollow core
tubing as an exterior frame, with 1/16” wire mesh encasement, welded onto 2” wide by
1/16” thick flat bar to hold the glass bottles in place. The 2” and wire mesh component
would then be screwed into the steel hollow tubes securing the bottles. The glass bottles
will be placed vertical on end.
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The same aluminum can block wall segments can be used to help control noise
attenuation. The same system of welded aluminum wire mesh to secure the can block
wall may be used. The can blocks can also be used to build temporary concessions and
as a marketing tool for only the brands of cans they sell at the concessions. The can
blocks can also be used to create new spaces designating specific VIP locations or to
separate other ticket holders based on ticket type.
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO 53

For the Days Inn & Wild Wild West Gambling Hall I propose an outdoor
skate park and artist venue. The portion allocated to skateboarding
reuse the existing pool into the design. An artist venue can also be
incorporated using the glass wall and cardboard wall segments. The
cardboard wall can be used by the artists as new canvases and easily
replaced when needed.

Imagery date: 10/13/20
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20 m

Camera: 770 m 36°06'06"N 115°11'04"W

659 m
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Conclusion
To find a better solution for the concept of reuse and upscale trash,
further design developments are needed to include additional
comprehensive studies on the reactions by end-users to create more
effective design strategies to connect the materials – cardboard,
aluminum cans, and glass bottles – into the hospitality experience.
Currently all these materials are recycled into new versions of
themselves or other products. The purpose of this book was not
to solve the problem of the creation of trash rather to provide a
conversation into new ways of thinking before creating the trash. Yes,
currently Nevada’s Apex landfill is the largest landfill in the U.S. It uses
its resources to produce methane gas out of its trash. The owner of
Apex, Republic, also has an 11,000 square-foot recycling facility which
helps eliminate the infill of Apex by recycling. But just because we
have those resources it is still possible and beneficial to seek other
ways of reusing old, discarded items before they end up in a landfill.
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